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CASA EX51/20 — Proficiency Checks (Eric Mitran) Exemption 2020

1 Name
This instrument is CASA EX51/20 — Proficiency Checks (Eric Mitran) Exemption 2020.

2 Definitions
Note In this instrument, certain terms and expressions have the same meaning as they have in the Civil Aviation Act 1988 and the regulations. These include: operations manual and operator proficiency check.

In this instrument:
Eric Mitran means Eric Mitran, ARN 592302.
FalconAir means FalconAir Pty Ltd, ARN 806299.
OPC means operator proficiency check, as constituted by a recurrent pilot course in a Dassault Falcon aircraft.

3 Application
This instrument applies to Eric Mitran operating as a pilot for FalconAir.

4 Exemption — Eric Mitran
Eric Mitran is exempt from compliance with subregulation 215 (9) of CAR, to the extent that it, together with the FalconAir operations manual, required Eric Mitran to complete an OPC between 30 September 2019 and 30 January 2020.

5 Condition — Next OPC
It is a condition of the exemption in section 4 that Eric Mitran completes an OPC on or before 6 May 2020.

6 Repeal
This instrument is repealed at the end of 7 May 2020.